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REVELATION

	Revelations/ a competing prophecy, with Daniel 12

Before any interpretation of biblical prophecy can be understood; it is absolutely necessary to understand the conditions and realities

of life as it was in the time these words were written. It is also necessary to understand, even with a curse applied; some will still

venture to add or subtract, because they want too. Of interest, in this discussion is the fact that machines such as are known today/

were not even fantasy back then. Not even ?nuts and bolts? existed; so remember that when confronted with old writings, and

understand if you were herding livestock for instance, and that is all you knew; HOW would you describe ?today??

I have previously written interpretations of revelations, once or twice; without true intricacy or purpose. But I don't know where they

are located, so we begin again. For simplicity, because the prophecy of Daniel 12 conflicts slightly, with the prophecy of Revelation.

Since the evidence is dramatic/ and the reality of our future functionally laid out; it is time to consider the questions presented in

revelation.

Revelation is a compilation of questions, with answers only time can reveal. Therefore if this relationship with time has been

completed; we should then be able to understand, without any great considerations. My purpose being: to cement the validity that we

are in trouble as a world/ threatened with extinction; even though ?like people who eat the seed for next years crop; you believe

everything is fine?. It is not, as a few more weeks, or months shall prove. Or more simply without true change in humanity itself,

there is no hope for life.

Revelation 1; as with all religion begins: ?the time is near/ so shape up; so to speak?. It then turns to a description of 7 churches, that

obviously speak about how the church of JESUS will change throughout the generations. The first church is obviously, the

originating fellowship, that occurred to bring this religion to life on earth. The seventh church is obviously that same religion in the

congregations of today, as a whole. Everything in between as written in history; proves this represents the stages of ?Christian

development throughout the generations?, as a participation in this religion. As to the various images created in these chapters, it

seems unnecessary to indulge them. However, because ?the believers? are widespread about everything they believe; some

discussion is required.

The first image, requiring interpretation; is judgment day ?verse 7; all of humanity suddenly knows, it is going to die?. What is more

visual, than a pillar of fire miles high/ seen from over half the earth at once. As is bringing the same fire here as is on the sun.

This prophet John/ then says, ?this is how I know?! His vision is: ?I saw seven separate lights or revelations? and when I did, I also

saw someone standing among the visions ?like a son of man?. His description is: dressed with finery as would suggest ?royalty? of

some sort. The descriptions of white identify cleanliness from this world: or didn't participate in all that went wrong. ?Eyes like

blazing fire?; is a description of anger. His feet obviously suggests a life that was not easy, but had its purpose. A voice that cannot

be mistaken: as with water, it has power when in motion. The seven stars, are the descriptions of consequence, that identify and

prove what the future without change will be. His mouth suggests, nobody is freed from the consequences: either change or die. A

face shining suggests, ?you will know, he is a child of GOD?.

He says of himself, ?I am the first and the last?/ which does beg the question; was not Lazarus dead and then made alive ?first??

Nonetheless this one is different, because he claims a spiritual life, and because his message is ?change or die?/ for all life on earth.

The keys are suggestions to you; that make this possible, for you.

Revelation 2 & 3: to speak to the churches, that have come through the generations, to be influenced by each stage. The one with

this message of change MUST first learn WHY/ by experiencing the reality of their days. What is human, has changed extremely

little. What is our physical reality with time, has changed greatly. What is, or is not allowed in eternity changes not at all.

Revelation 4: we return to the prophet John, beyond the first vision. This is the second. He describes a throne of many colors, esp

green & red. The twenty four elders, are laws of the universe creating life. The seven spirits of GOD are the realities that establish

love, value, honor, courage, respect, sharing, and caring in life! The sea of glass represents a purity that must be attained, or you

cannot enter here. The four living creatures with eyes ?everywhere?/ make certain that is so. All the creatures of the earth, from

every direction ?see, what is true in you?; except on the inside. There are seven directions to life: the four directions of the wind/ top/

bottom/ and inside. This is a fantasy drawing, that reveals you cannot hide from life. Therefore you cannot hide from GOD. When

humanity does what is right, the laws of life grant them peace and harmony.
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Revelation 5: begins with JESUS is the most important creation of our future. HE is the lamb identified. The scroll HE takes, comes

from ?the most high?/ and with writing on both sides, this determines life and death for our world. The image is ?with seven eyes,

you see everything?/ with seven horns, there is a weapon for every situation/ with seven spirits, which are each a separate truth

guarding life. The vision begins again: when the vision opens, the time has come for judgment or change. The scroll represents the

interpretation of ?Revelation?. That brings a reality of worship unlike anything in history; because the people begin to believe, the

end is coming.

Revelation 6: A seal means this cannot be broken, except by the one to whom it is written. The question is: is it written to ?our lives

on earth?/ or to JESUS?

Regardless, the white horse represents primarily, the Christian religion; with one command: go tell the world to repent. But all who

accept GOD as GOD; are calling to this work, as well. Eternity is watching. The second horse represents the anger and hate that will

be present in humanity, when confronted with true change they do not want. The third horse is black; meaning in the darkness it

cannot be seen/ its rider is judge, as indicated by the pair of scales in his hand. There will be concern for the foods of life, and the

work needed to obtain them. The fourth horse is pale, because death to many will come; without doubt a reality of antibiotics failing/

although it can be other things as well.

The fifth seal, understands to confront a world with change they do not want, opens the door to murder; in an ?unhealthy world?.

This will be stopped, when the time is true. The great earthquake is without doubt; the mine collapsing beneath the great lakes. The

first phase of Yellowstone super-volcano erupting begins: most of the debris released fall back into the hole. That fact, will darken

the sun; soot will erupt as well, as in ash. Chemicals in the air create illusions. Satellites will drop, because of gravitational changes.

Everything humanity believes in as an anchor this earth cannot be changed; becomes shaken, and fear will be great. As reality

proves this is no game/ man has run out of choices.

Revelation 7: The wind, represents the, ?breathe of GOD/ that gives life to this earth?; has been stopped. The gathering of those who

will enter eternity becomes complete: no more will be born. They were from every nation, every race, even every religion;

_____________.

Angels are the evidence of truth, upon this earth. The reality of eternity begins; ?for the living ones?.

Revelation 8: the reality of man arises, along with the consequences to life from what comes next. The fire from the alter, represents

ANGER directed toward this earth; on this earth/ as men judge each other. The seven trumpets are the sounds of violence occurring.

The first evidence of this is the release of world war, with all military weapons being used; as the whole world of man ?comes

unglued?. The second is nuclear detonation from/ of/ and in submarines in the ocean. The third is nuclear detonations in the air, to

kill with radiation; as men deteriorate into hate. The consequence is: every horrible thing, as is trillions of gallons of toxic waste

surrounding the water supplies, and so much more is released; the water cannot be drunk. The fourth is a great distress will be

released within this earth, as it begins to come apart from all the explosions.

Revelation 9: it gets worse. The second phase of Yellowstone now erupts/ revealing the main supply of magma at the bottom;

nothing is left to cover it. The locusts are simply extremely pulverized,?hot rocks/ hot ash?; released from the magma; pushed out, at

extreme velocity. This enters the body, and causes harm; which means the wind which will carry it, is functionally horizontal with

the earth. It is predicted to be ?very stratified?/ because the weight of mass falling back down meets the pressures of gas rising from

below. Men will have extreme nightmares, due to the chemicals ingested or imbedded in them. The king here, simply means it won't

stop; until the volcano is done.

Men release biological weapons; the result of which is horrendous, and cause many more hallucinations. Men continue to sustain

their ways of fighting, hate, and death. Men do not change/ therefore the seventh seal is broken.

Revelation 10:

This is from GOD, and remains secret. However just before this is accomplished: GOD removes his people. That seems great ?to the

people of GOD?/ UNTIL reality strikes; and they realize how dramatically things have changed: they understand, they must try one

last time to save life on earth; at least for a few!

Revelation 11: if there are to be a remnant: they will gather together in one place. Hate will follow them, but they will be saved.
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From here, two witnesses will walk out to confront the world, for 1260 days of poverty. They will walk ?free?/ because they have

power. They die at the allotted time, and in the allotted way: to rise again, ?to eternity?. job done. True Power is about to be

unleashed.

Judgment of men, for an eternity; is here. All die/ the earth is lost. There is little hope for even a tiny remnant. You have been

warned, and can see the evidence of this type of violence coming on earth. It is not a game, so says reality.

Revelation 12: begins the prophecy of: men have changed. Now, by the hand of women in control over this earth; the process of

survival begins with change directed by them. A difference so significant, because women are different: the potential for life here is

given one more chance. Each of these chapters, 13-19 ; are written, as stand alone examples of what each individual decision shall

mean. Choose wisely, this is not a game.

In this prophecy, there is a sign: something miraculous that identifies a woman has been created; or ?highlighted, and with learning

above the others?. More simply she is revealed by ?things of this life, & things not of this life?. She stands at a distance, on what is

foreign to her/ she stands on a man. This provides a sign. The twelve stars on her head indicate knowledge & understanding; about

all important things for life on earth.

She carries new life (change for this earth)/ and it is NOT an easy thing to do. In contrast to this beginning and its new life/ there are

the nightmares of men (dragon, or illusions in the dark) creating the reality of power already in control over this earth. They are

many, with a combined knowledge that uses many weapons to control their slaves. The tail (a reality of what is left behind from

their steps) of this nightmare, has taken away much hope. Those in power, want nothing to do, ?with a new life for all humanity, on

earth?. But they are held back, and reality presents change; as a young warrior born out of poverty to rule over them. This new life

for humanity on earth, is not allowed to die/ therefore it will grow. The woman who presents a sign of distinction; is then conceived

of as an enemy. Men of power, prepare to attack her. The consequence is, that women will save her, and protect her for 1260 days;

or she dies.

The prophecy then turns to the fundamental truth of humanity; by the decisions unleashed, which will change people on this earth/ or

let it die. Those who create the nightmare of tragedy and catastrophes upon this earth are defeated (arrogance, pride, hate, want,

selfishness, greed, lust, etc)/ the majority of their power is lost. There is celebration, for a new life coming. There is growing hate,

among those who are cast out of power, pride, and all they worship as hate.

These then make a more significant effort, to find the ?woman of distinction? that they know started their downfall. But she flies far

from them, to places hard to search; where time means for every action, there will be a reaction; to keep her safe. This infuriates the

men of hate, and they suddenly ?throw massive amounts of power away? to find her. But it is in vain, and they do not succeed/ and

lose much instead. Which makes the men of hate even more angry, and they turn against all who accept a new life/ to replace them.

All who choose love, respect, courage, sharing, caring, and life itself as a gift, and a reality; from GOD.

Revelation 13

The beast here is ?university?; power having failed/ deceit and manipulation begins. Because water is the ?power of life?/ by

allowing its primary chemical compositions and functions to exist. The sea is then an image of power. A beast is always something

disobedient to the law/ it has is own rules, and in general, enough strength to enforce them. So then we return to the people who do

have knowledge, weapons, and understanding about how to make people fear. Choosing instead of life for earth/ to make war

instead. The images are machines of war, in all manner and ways; for that purpose, including propaganda. The leopard represents

something fast and agile/ the bear, gets a grip that won't let go/ the lion has a very large mouth, with teeth. You may decide for

yourselves exactly what weapons these represent; remembering these descriptions come from a person without the slightest

knowledge of a machine. Therefore he can't really describe it, he doesn't own the words. The men of hate agree to use the men of

war sharing power when the battle is done.

The wounded head is a weakness that will be found in this war machine/ they manage to solve the problem, before the war is lost.

That wound is genetic mutilation of life; but the people are afraid of sickness, and collapse/ allowing this to go on. The violence

unleashed is massive/ and the people are afraid. They then bow back down in fear, to the people of hate. These now celebrate

winning their war. For 42 months they rule, with horrors. People will fall away from a new life, massively/ leaving only those who

truly accept JESUS as their savior. The warning is given; they will have their time, with little you can do. Be patient!

Then comes another beast out of the earth/ instead of the sea called power here. The earth represents ?solid ground? that cannot be

moved UNLESS it is by an earthquake. This is the deceit as it progresses, with control: by illuminating power and leadership, has a

purpose; you can be attacked, or remember why you fear. This image is one ?group? who comes proclaiming your fears will be
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taken away. It is a university education (we are the smart ones, we know everything)/ by removing or covering over, the greatest

threats from those who hate. Thereby they proclaim; we will be at peace/ so long as the people obey throughly, and without

complaint. If not WAR will erupt against you again. Nuclear bombs will be released to prove: FEAR US GREATLY. But it is not

peace this one brings. Instead, they are ordered as slaves to do whatever they are told, regardless of the consequence. They are

forced to believe: ?this is YOUR god?. This god then claims its possessions, by marking the people. They make it impossible to

survive here, unless you are marked; which means they literally own you completely, and can do anything to your body or mind they

desire. 666, stands for the reality of power that has been achieved. Whereas the number seven stands for perfection/ these then

achieve GREAT power over life.

This is an absolute lesson, in reality; proving what it means: when GOD himself, does not control life on earth. It functionally

means: YOU will understand, now. The fact this exists as part of the prophecy explains: humanity failed to understand, a new life

did not exclude ?GOD?! But requires respect, reality, duties, and acceptance of the values that create and sustain love, peace, purity,

order, disciplines, acceptance, harmony, and other securities worth owning as a living breathing creation. Where truth, wisdom, and

happiness shall rule. WHICH do you choose? There is only one direction, or the other!

Revelation 14:

IF YOU choose correctly> There will be those who choose for love and life; accepting the price is their lives. A gift returned to

GOD, accepting eternity, grace, and mercy will be their reward. They will be given strength, power, and a purpose beyond this earth.

Those who achieve this growth as ?warriors for GOD?/ are not many in terms of their enemy; but they do achieve a purity of desire

and purpose unlike any others. They do become as one. These few, sacrifice their life on earth/ the things they desire most: to do this

work. To fight for a new life, a different life, a better life; throughout all the earth.

With these few, ?the real worshipers of GOD/ those who accept JESUS, do arise?. They accept ?eternity is watching?.

The second truth is: America falls into economic depression. A reality caused by the leadership of ?a university, one-cell brain?/

infecting this world.

The third truth (an angel) is a curse, upon all who fail to bring this ?new life? into the world. It does suggest, FEAR GOD, more than

men.

The harvest of the earth; is achieved by one presenting a choice, who is like a man/ meaning not exactly. Oddly enough, this

suggests perhaps, ?half woman, as a spiritual truth?/ because this represents the entirety of humanity, rather than just men, as

religion would suggest. You are reminded: Every religion is strictly about men. This also remembers that JESUS said of himself/

that HE would be ?inside (sharing soul, or in replace of soul; I know not)? the son of man, who then comes in peace to represent

HIM, in these last days. Therefore the one who sits on the cloud, represents a knowledge that has been given/ and a reality that is

NOT his, to own. Just as the words of JESUS changed this human existence on earth/ words demanding change or die, are expanded

to include: there is no escape, if you fail this test/ ?either GOD, or man?. Our earth will die, if you are wrong. Believe it or not!

The next truth is: all those who refuse the honor of accepting the foundations of what JESUS did teach/ are rejected from further life.

These will be very many.

Revelation 15

Those who have refused ?the gift of eternal life?/ fought against a new life for this earth; are now separated. They receive

punishments. The seven last plagues, before life will be different.

A sea of glass is the power of separation/ mixed with fire, is the violence which cannot be escaped; standing beside the sea;

represents a reality the violent, cannot overcome. There will be gladness and celebration on earth, everywhere but here.

These are then the consequences, because of what humanity has already done. The first one is caused by the mutilation of life,

through genetics. The second is a consequence for what men did do to the ocean. The third reveals that our drinking water ends, or

becomes the price of drinking blood itself to survive. ?Its what you chose?.

The fourth plague is; the earth overheats, and the consequences are grim. The fifth is an anger that overwhelms ?government?/ and

they release biological weapons of mass destruction. The sixth is a great hatred arises because of these biological weapons and their

destruction; there is chaos in nature and in the rivers. People from university, will go pretending they ?have a cure?. But the curse

will not go away.

Armageddon means ?last battle?. As men and women gather to destroy each other, before biological weapons do, with absolute

hatred in their heart; blaming each other. GOD intervenes, an asteroid crashes into this earth causing irreparable damage.
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Revelation 17

Because of the potential that each of these plagues above explain as real: the possibility arises, that the woman who brings this

potential of new life on earth; will grow proud. That comes with punishment, as in that pride she throws away her own life for a

reward on this earth. She does have the power to do so/ and if she chooses power, there will be many leaders from around this world

who covet her ?rewards?. This is also a warning NOT to help leaders from around the world, because this is a man's world. It is

allowed to help women.

In contrast to that, truth carries this woman who brings new life to this earth away into the desert instead. A place where she is alone,

and without support. There she is found in control over a violent beast, with many names, faces, and weapons as is ?the university?.

This woman without pride, has been given the honor of knowledge with value for life. She has taken control over the tragedies of

humanity, has established: the real trouble that has brought us unto this time of potential extinction, and all that is wrong; returns us

to the extreme arrogance that is a ?university diploma?.

Religion is infuriated with her/ as every religion is now controlled by a university diploma; and she is perceived to be the enemy of

every religious leader. Their pride is wounded.

The seven heads are the people who congregate to devise a plan/ and create weapons (horns) to destroy her. The beast which is a

university has lost power/ but fully intends to rise, and war. The people will not recognize what they once trusted ?as their god?/

they will be ashamed. Nonetheless the seven hills, are minimal obstructions and the woman controls them. The seven kings are

groups which believe, ?we must do these things?. They believe this argument can overcome, five fail immediately/ one, more

deliberately thought out, succeeds for a time. The universities of this world try as well, to overcome the realities of evidence,

produced by this woman. They fail.

The next group of weapons, are a military response. They can overcome/ but not for long.

Anger overflows; as those who belong to hate fill the world with ridicule and all they can think of to influence humanity to discard

?this woman/ who brings a new life for this earth?. They threaten, they rage, they intend to ruin: they want a solution from the

university that will include everything ?murderous?. But the great city is a life that will not be denied/ and humanity itself takes over

life on earth, from its leaders.

Revelation 18

This says, the whole world shall know; this nation which has caused so much grief, because of their greed/ shall be torn down, or

brought down, from on high.

The second voice: there are many curses, because of all that has been done. None can help. The crash is immediate/ and cannot be

reversed. The entire economy of humanity across the globe is affected/ or, feels this moment. It will be a ?worldwide lament?. A

reality fixed, because of what ?university? has done through this place. Without mercy or reprieve, none shall live in this place

again.

Revelation 19

Some will celebrate this collapse of a nation. Claiming this ?great arrogance? has been judged. They will quote the laws of

humanity, as why this has happened. This people will be brought low. But GOD IS GOD, and HE will decide if this people can or

do repent/ and then bring back RESPECT AND REALITY as is sufficient to claim: ?We are GOD'S people? too! Those who do

repent will be honored, with knowledge to consume, and understanding to share, through the evidence of their love. IF this remains

true for a great many; THEN, what true respect, as the gift of love grants, will be found.

As is consistent with all ?servants of GOD?/ the person who interprets, serves, brings a message, etc; is fundamentally no different

than any other.

The rider on the white horse;

Into this world, that has chosen GOD, to be their true and only GOD; comes someone to assist in all matters of change. He is not to

be praised, therefore ?no name? for that exists here. He is dressed, but covered with blood, as evidence of battle, because of the word

of GOD. Those who choose GOD follow him. He is able to not only talk, but confront; with a common mans weapon. He brings

justice with him, because GOD makes this so.

He is successful, and all opposition dies, granting to the hordes of humanity, ?a great meal?/ as leaders are deposed, and the rich are

forced to share.

This goes on for a time, and then the formerly rich and powerful rage against him, and all who follow him. But they fail, because the

people no longer believe in the university or their leaders. Both are deposed forever. The people are then satisfied.
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Revelation 20

A truth is found, by which the open volcano of Yellowstone will be closed. All the arrogance, hate, ridicule, violence, greed, lust,

rape, etc that has existed upon this earth from its beginning is sealed into this abyss. Another version of that is: human WANT will

die/ ending all the tragedy it does cause upon this earth. The people will abandon it, and let truth decide. As the earth simply runs out

of resources to support life, because of human consumption in ?a thousand years of so?. These things resurface for a short time. IF

humanity survives, the people will begin to judge each other, and they will separate. Some to eternal life, some to eternal death,

some to be cursed! At this time, it is no use to try to ?save yourself?.

That fact unleashes fear, and fear does do violent things to life on earth. They cannot win.

Human life then ends, as the planet fails to sustain us/ GOD comes.

Revelation 21

With none left, to cause hate/ a new world is created from love and respect, through discipline and order. There is NO room for less

than ?justified?.

Verse 9; from the critical decisions that returned life to this planet, by change created in this day; there is one who arises as ?wife of

JESUS?. As a wedding present, a great and wonderful reality is presented to this earth.

Revelation 22

There are promises of eternity in peace and love.

We then return to the reality of this day, and this prophecy: as in ?JESUS is coming?. A clear warning to set yourself ?aright?/ to

stand up for GOD, and fight for life on this world! Remembering we are ALL EQUAL.

Equality however does not mean ?invited?/ it simply means, we are NOT judge. Let the law alone decide. To be wrong in these

things, is to be wrong for an eternity. Choose wisely!

The prophecy then reminds each one: nothing good can be done without JESUS guiding the way.

The spirit of women (bride)/ interpreted, says ?let their be love shared, because you care?.

The final statement is: let these words be held as true/ do not embellish or change them, because there will be consequences.

Reality states: that if there is no response from humanity in defense of this world/ then the prophecy of Daniel, which is a world on

fire. That then consumes the planet and destroys this solar system will rule.

If however there is truth in your repentance, and respect in your ways; giving life another chance to survive upon this earth. Giving

the children their opportunity to live/ THEN you will receive another chance through women ruling this earth.

If however you begin without truth, or believe yourselves to grand to belong to GOD. Then man will become your god/ and he will

destroy everything; just as his universities have begun. Life will be mutilated. Weapons of mass destruction will be used.

Cannibalism will erupt and control the world; and even more!

The choice is yours! So ends the interpretation of Revelation. A book in the Christian Bible.
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